Graduate entry teaching
By Grant Stewart and Kevin Gilfedder

This supplement lists applicants who have been made an offer to graduate entry teaching courses through VTAC for 2014. Applicants receiving an offer are listed in alphabetical order by surname followed by their initials, Australian postcode and VTAC code of the courses making the offer. For overseas students, the postcode is blank. Applicants with identical names must check their postcode carefully.

An email will be sent from 9am this morning to successful applicants informing them of the course and teaching areas offered, and include important course enrolment instructions. These instructions should be carefully followed to ensure offers do not lapse.

Applicants unable to enrol on the designated day must contact the course immediately and ascertain if a proxy may act on their behalf. Please be aware that institutions will interpret non-attendance at enrolment as rejection of an offer. Enquiries regarding deferment should also be directed to the institution although it is not possible for most courses.

Those applicants not receiving an offer in round one may still be eligible for an offer in the subsequent round on 22 January or, alternatively, there is an option to seek a negotiated offer.

If you applied for graduate-entry teaching courses, you can use your negotiated offer request for a course (as above), and/or to apply for different specialist teaching areas for:
  • a course preference listed lower than an offer you have received
  • a course preference listed higher than an offer you’ve received if you answered ‘no’ to other specialist teaching areas for that course on your application
  • any course preference if you haven’t received an offer and you answered ‘no’ to other specialist teaching areas for that course on your VTAC application.

Applicants may apply for a ‘negotiated offer’ after 13 January The ‘application for negotiated offer-graduate entry teaching’ can be submitted online via your VTAC user account at www.vtac.edu.au. If a course agrees to make an offer this constitutes a binding agreement and forfeits an applicant’s right to be considered for selection by any other course.

Selection is the responsibility of institutions, not VTAC. Published selection criteria may vary between courses. If applicants do not receive any graduate entry teaching offers in any offer rounds for study in 2014 and intend reapplying in mid-year or 2015, they should contact institutions directly to determine what measures can be taken to strengthen future applications.